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masterchart is the most powerful astrology software in the world, and its the only software that shows you the
meaning and intent of any chart. it can also be used to decipher the meaning of your birth chart. the kepler

program provides a comprehensive set of tools that is useful for a wide range of interests. whether your interest
is learning astrology, research, advanced techniques, beautiful graphics, or having attractive chart wheels and

accurate interpretations, kepler can deliver what you need. sirius can be used by people with any level of
experience, from novice to professional or advanced professional astrologer or researcher. we have made it

possible by having well organized menus, easy to customize, features in almost every area of astrology, including
modern, vedic, medieval, hellenistic, huber, harmonics, and more.. this program may be used by people with any
level of experience, from novice to professional or advanced professional astrologer or researcher. we have made

it possible by having well organized menus, easy to customize, features in almost every area of astrology,
including modern, vedic, medieval, hellenistic, huber, harmonics, and more.. sirius has been a highlight of the

industry for its unique features and beautiful charts. it also has a high level of usability and ease of use. it would
be appropriate to say that sirius is a modern charting program. the cosmos is an expansive and mysterious
place, and kepler was built to harness this mystery to help you understand the universe. kepler provides a

comprehensive set of tools that is useful for a wide range of interests. whether your interest is learning astrology,
research, advanced techniques, beautiful graphics, or having attractive chart wheels and accurate

interpretations, kepler can deliver what you need.
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you can get the sirius complete
software at a discount price. sirius
complete includes everything in

the sirius astrology software, plus
it includes the astro*gold and

win*star versions. so you can get
all three of the most popular

options for the cost of the two
that arent included. so if you want

to get the best value for your
money, get the sirius complete

version. read the following to find
out why you need the full version.

the sirius complete version is
getting better and better all the
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time. the program includes
enhancements to the programs
interface, but is still compatible

with the older kepler versions, so
you dont need to buy a new

version to use all the features.
your subscription to sirius will

keep on renewing until you cancel
it. sirius astrology software is a

purchase that youll never regret.
the features are valuable, and if
you have ever used a program
that doesnt even come close to

the quality and usability of sirius,
then you would be shocked at

how much better it is. sirius isnt
perfect, but its getting better all
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the time, and with the way things
are going, it will be the best

software option available in a long
time. the sirius complete software
is packed with powerful features.
it includes everything in the sirius

astrology software, and also
includes the astrogold and winstar
versions. if you ever had problems
using the free versions of these,

then youll find that using the
sirius complete version is a
breeze. the sirius complete
software is a very powerful

astrology program that can do a
lot more than just read your

charts. it includes tools that are
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useful for anyone interested in
astrology, including beautiful

chart views and powerful
graphically oriented analysis tools.
its also an excellent intro program
for those who want to learn how
to use this software, and a good
way to learn how to read a chart.

this is a powerful astrology
program that isnt out-of-date, and

the author is committed to
providing updates to this program
and to developing new features.
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